[Possibility of the achieving of the therapeutic gain in radiotherapy of head and neck cancer].
In nowadays development in radiotherapy head and neck cancers has been achieved step by step in 3 main fields: technological, radiobiological and general strategy of oncological treatment. One of the most important technical changes are: the introducing of three dimensional treatment planning (3 DCRT) system and application of new radiological imaging methods (CT, MRI) in treatment planning with a computer technology calculation of dose distribution. From the radiobiological point of view a very important fact has been to distinguishing two kinds of tissue (acute and late reacting tissue) which response depends on change in fraction dose. It has given the theoretical basis to clinical trials of new methods of fractionation (hyper-, accelerated hyperfractionation). The dynamic development of surgery and chemotherapy have established a new place for radiation therapy in the complex treatment of tumours (adjuvant, elective, concomitant treatment). It has been established that in advanced tumours, the first modality of treatment is surgery in conjunction with postoperative radiotherapy. Routine application of chemotherapy in head and neck cancer is still controversial with exception of radiochemotherapy of nasopharyngeal cancer, particularly in cases of lymph nodes metastases.